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A simple model of inelastic hard rods subject to a one-dimensional array of identical wells is
introduced. The energy loss due to inelastic collisions is balanced by the work supplied by an
external stochastic heat bath. We explore the effect of the spatial nonuniformity on the steady states
of the system. The spatial variations of the density, granular temperature, and pressure induced by
the gradient of the external potential are investigated and compared with the analogous variations in
an elastic system. Finally, we study the clustering process by considering the relaxation of the
system starting from a uniform homogeneous state. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1782812#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently granular gases, i.e., a large number of macro-
scopic particles colliding with one another and losing a little
energy at each collision, have been studied employing meth-
ods of statistical physics.1–5 The main practical motivation to
improve the understanding of the dynamical and static prop-
erties of these materials stems from their relevance in a va-
riety of technological and industrial processes.6 Granular ma-
terials also represent a new paradigm in the context of
nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. In fact, they are open
systems which can reach a nonequilibrium stationary state
when the energy loss, determined by the dissipative interac-
tions, is balanced by the work supplied by an external driv-
ing force.

A current problem in this field, motivated by a series of
recent experiments and theoretical work, concerns the behav-
ior of driven granular gases subject to spatially nonuniform
conditions.7–16 These conditions can be realized experimen-
tally by shaking the gas in a container divided in a series of
identical compartments connected by holes. The following
phenomenology is observed: for strong shaking intensity the
grains jump from one compartment to the other, whereas for
weak shaking intensity, they tend to break the discrete sym-
metry of the system and fill preferentially only some com-
partments. Such a clustering occurs because the grains, un-
like an ideal gas of molecules, can dissipate heat when
colliding. Therefore a spontaneous increase of the number of
particles within a given compartment entails more collisions
and a consequent higher energy loss. Thus the capability for
the particles to leave the compartment is strongly inhibited
leading eventually to clustering.

In the present paper we consider a simple modeling of
the multicompartment experiment, namely, a one-
dimensional system of inelastic hard rods17–20 driven by a
stochastic thermostat and subject to an external time-
independent periodic potential. As shown in our recent
paper,21 the one-dimensional geometry of the model not only
minimizes the amount of computational effort but also al-
lows performing analytical guesses concerning the relevant
observables.

As a premise, we recall that in the case of elastic hard
rods coupled to a stochastic heat bath and in the presence of
a periodic external potential most of the equilibrium proper-
ties can be computed by using an exact functional relation,
proved by Percus,22 between an arbitrary external potential
and the equilibrium average density profile. It is natural to
ask how the behavior of the elastic system will be affected
upon switching on the inelasticity of the collisions. The equi-
librium state of the elastic hard-rod system is replaced by a
corresponding nonequilibrium steady state of the inelastic
system. The comparison between the properties of the two
systems offers a useful procedure to understand the interplay
between the inelasticity, the excluded volume effect, and the
external potential. As we shall see below the model shows a
variety of nonequilibrium states according to the values of
the control parameters, such as the external potential, the
density, and the driving force. These states range from spa-
tially periodic configurations to nonperiodic configurations
in agreement with the experimental findings.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the model we employed to study the effects of compart-
ments in granular gases and we briefly discuss the main fea-
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ture of the dynamics. In Sec. III, we compare the steady state
properties of the model against the corresponding properties
of the equilibrium elastic system. In Sec. IV, we consider the
relaxation and clustering properties of the system. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Sec. V.

II. A MODEL OF DRIVEN GRANULAR GAS IN
COMPARTMENTS

The main issue of the present paper is to study how the
properties of a granular fluidized system are affected by the
presence of a static external nonuniform potential. We will
show that such a confining potential can enhance the ten-
dency toward cluster formation, generating inhomogeneities
similar to those observed in some real granular systems
placed in compartments. The model studied consists of a set
of N impenetrable particles of equal massesm and lengthss,
moving on a ring under the influence of the periodic poten-
tial V(x). Two mechanisms control the energy of the par-
ticles: the interaction with heat bath and the collisions among
the particles. The collisions are instantaneous and binary, and
dissipate a fraction (12r 2)/2 of the total kinetic energy of
the pair (r being the coefficient of restitution!. The heat bath,
instead, supplies an amount of energy which prevents the
system to come at rest. In this paper we employ, a stochastic
energy source, namely, the thermostat, previously employed
in Refs. 14, 18, 21, and 23. The coupling of the particles to
the heat bath consists of the combination of a velocity de-
pendent frictional force and a random kick. We first write the
evolution equation for the generic particlei in the system
when the collisions are not taken into account:

m
d2xi

dt2
52mg

dxi

dt
2V8~xi !1j i~ t !, ~1!

wherexi ( i 51,...,N), g, andV8(x) indicate the position of
particlei , the friction coefficient and the spatial derivative of
the external static potential, respectively. The kicksj i(t), are
distributed according to a Gaussian law characterized by

^j i~ t !&50

and

^j i~ t !j j~s!&52mgTbd i j d~ t2s!.

The temperatureTb determines the intensity of the heat bath.
The external potential has a spatial periodL/M , whereL

is the system size andM is the number of potential wells
~i.e., number of local minima! in the interval@2L/2,L/2#.
Each well mimics, in our simulation, a compartment in
Lohse’s experiments.9 The boundary conditions are assumed
to be periodic. We found that a rather convenient potential to
use in numerical experiment is that of Refs. 24 and 25:

V~x!5
exp$a cos~2pxM/L !%

I 0~a!
, ~2!

where the zeroth-order modified Bessel function,26 I 0 , in the
denominator enforces the normalization condition
1/L*0

LdxV(x)51. The shape of the potentialV(x) depends

upon the parametera ~Fig. 1!: as it increases, the shape of
the barriers becomes more squarelike, approximating the
condition of walls.

Collisions redistribute the energy and the momenta
among the particles. For a nearest neighbor pair a collision
event takes place when the separationxi 112xi equals their
lengths and determines a change of the velocities of the two
particles according to the rule

v i85v i2
11r

2
~v i2v j !, ~3!

where the prime indicates postcollisional variables. Notice
that in the elastic case,r 51, the collisions do not change the
total energy and that the average kinetic energy per particle
attains asymptotically the valueTb . This state of affairs is
altered for values of the coefficient of restitution less than 1
and the average kinetic energy per particle reaches@for
V(x)50] a value smaller thanTb .

In the following we will assume a unitary massm51.
The basic phenomenology of the inelastic model can be

understood by considering the two competing effects con-
trolling the dynamics: the hard-core interaction and the col-
lisional dissipation. The former favors the equidistribution of
the particles in the various wells, whereas the latter promotes
the formation of clusters in some wells, thus breaking the
periodic symmetry of the system. If the particles were inde-
pendent, the passage from one well to the next would occur
via an activated jump process, characterized by a typical exit
time t proportional to exp(DV/Tb), where DV
52 sinh(a)/I0(a) represents the energy barrier between adja-
cent wells. In other words, a local density excess of particles
would be washed out by a diffusive process whose diffusion
constant D has the Arrhenius dependence,D5D0 exp
(2DV/Tb) with D05Tb /mg.

In a recent paper14 we have shown that, in a granular toy
model consisting of two wells and only two particles, two
different jump processes can be clearly identified: the free
jump, which occurs when the escape is from a singly occu-
pied well, and the correlated jump, which occurs when the
escape involves a doubly occupied well. The resulting sce-
nario is that the jumping dynamics remains still Arrhenius-
like but the jump rate strongly depends on the occupation of
the well from which the jump occurs, i.e.,

FIG. 1. Behavior ofV(x) for a51,2,3, asa increases, the barriers approxi-
mate the condition of walls and the wells become more squarelike.
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tk}expS dVk

Tk
D , ~4!

wherek indicates the occupation number (k51 or 2!. In the
multiwell and many-particle systems, we shall discuss here-
after, the phenomenon is enhanced and the escape rate for a
given well will depend on the number of particles inside that
well.

The steady state properties of our model are investigated
by means of molecular dynamics simulations of Eq.~1! for
an ensemble ofN51024 hard particles of lengths50.2 in a
box of sizeL51024. The heat-bath parameters areg50.2
andTb51.0. The potential constantsa51 andM5100 im-
ply 100 wells ~compartments! of width w5L/M510.24,
separated by an energy barrier of heightDV51.856. The
computer implementation of the granular dynamics has been
realized by a suitable modification of the event-driven algo-
rithm to take into account the effects of the potential and of
the heat bath. Particle positions and velocities within two
consecutive collisions are updated according to a second-
order discretization scheme for the dynamics, Eq.~1!.

Simulations start from initial conditions corresponding
to equally spaced nonoverlapping particles. After a transient
time t0 , the system reaches a steady state characterized by
robust statistical properties and one measures the generic ob-
servableA(t) by performing the time average,

^A&5
1

t2t0
E

t0

t

dtA~t!, ~5!

over an appropriate intervalt2t0 .

III. PROPERTIES OF THE STEADY STATE

We analyze first the reference elastic system (r 51) for
which a true equilibrium state exists. Most of its properties
are exactly known. For instance, the grand potential
V@r(x)#, from which all the equilibrium properties can be
deduced, is a functional of the densityr(x) whose explicit
form reads

V@r#5TbE
2L/2

L/2

dxr~x!F lnH r~x!

12h~x! J 211
V~x!2m

Tb
G

with m being the bulk chemical potential of the system and

h~x!5E
x2s

x

dsr~s!

the local packing fraction. ExtremizingV@r# with respect to
r(x) yields the following Euler-Lagrange equation:

ln
r~x!

12h~x!
5b@m2V~x!#2E

x

x1s

dy
r~y!

12h~y!
, ~6!

whose solution provides the equilibrium density profile. No-
tice that inserting this solution intoV one obtains the value
of the thermodynamic grand potential of the system,27

Ṽ52TbE
2L/2

L/2

dx
r~x2s!

12h~x!
. ~7!

Using Eq.~7! in the uniform limit @V(x)50#, we obtain the
bulk pressure2Ṽ/L5P5Tbr/(12r).

Equation~6! can also be used to test the average profile
obtained from the numerical solution of the dynamical equa-
tions. Since the potentialV(x) varies slowly over the hard-
core diameters ~i.e., L/M@s), the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion can be solved in the local density approximation~LDA !,

V~x!1TbH lnF r~x!

12sr~x!G1
sr~x!

12sr~x!J 5m. ~8!

The density profilerLDA(x) solving Eq.~8! is shown along
with the corresponding quantity obtained from the numerical
simulation in Fig. 2~a!, and an excellent agreement is found.
In the nonuniform case, the pressure is obtained from the
hydrostatic equilibrium equation:

dP~x!

dx
1r~x!V8~x!50. ~9!

As we shall see later the grand potential functional is
related to the probability distribution of numbers of particles
occupying each cell.

FIG. 2. Profiles of density, temperature, and pressure in a system ofN
51024 rods, sizeL51024, diameters50.2, M5100 potential wells, and
r 51.0,0.8,0.6~a,b,c respectively!. Notice that the granular temperature var-
ies with the position and is anticorrelated with the density profile.
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In the elastic system the temperature and the pressure
can be obtained in two equivalent ways: the first is through
their kinetic definition and the second via their thermody-
namic definition. On the contrary in the inelastic system both
quantities can be obtained only via their mechanical defini-
tions. Then temperature is computed through the kinetic en-
ergy

Tg5m(
i 51

N

^v i
2&/N.

The pressure is evaluated by considering the impulse trans-
ferred across a surface in the unit of time13,28and is given by
the sum of the ideal gas termPid5Tgr and the collisional
Pexc:

P5rTg~r!1
s

Ltob
(
k51

Mc

dpk . ~10!

Here tob is the observation time, the sum runs over theMc

collisions occurring duringTob , anddpk5mdvk represents
the impulse variation in thekth collision. As shown in Fig.
2~a!, the pressure profile follows the same pattern as the
density. Let us remark that with the parameters employed
here the results of LDA are in fair agreement with the corre-
sponding results of the simulations, thus suggesting that even
in the inelastic case a treatment of the excluded volume ef-
fect as a local density effect might be appropriate.

Let us consider the effect of the inelasticity. In Figs. 2~b!
and 2~c!, obtained withr 50.8 andr 50.6, one observes two
important features: the temperature profiles become nonuni-
form and the density ceases to be periodic. In fact, the kinetic
temperature decreases in the more populated regions due to
the higher collision rate. The particles being less energetic,
when they belong to a cluster, tend to remain trapped even
more in the wells.

Notice that the average pressure is lower than the corre-
sponding pressure in the elastic system at the same average
density due to the lower value ofTg with respect toTb . It
also varies from well to well, in apparent contradiction with
the law of hydrostatic equilibrium. In fact, the state described
by Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! is not stationary, but is associated with
a very slow relaxation mode, i.e., with the large exit timet
from the wells.

At this point, it is interesting to discuss the existence of
a relationship between the quantitiesr, P, andT in a granu-
lar gas, i.e., of an ‘‘equation of state.’’ In Fig. 3 we plot
parametrically the numerical values of the pressure versus
the density obtained by profiles in Fig. 2~a! for the elastic
system. We notice the data are in good agreement with the
exact Tonks formula,29

P~r!5Tb

r

12sr
. ~11!

In a recent paper21 we generalized expression~11! to the
case of a granular system with no external potential and
found

P~r!5Tg~r!Fr1
sr2

12srG5Tg~r!
r

12sr
. ~12!

Equation~12! is equivalent to Eq.~11!, upon replacingTb

with Tg(r). The granular temperature is a function of the
density since its value is determined by the balance between
the average power dissipated in the collisions and the power
supplied by the thermal bath. Therefore the larger the num-
ber of collisions~i.e., the larger the density! the lower is the
granular temperature, which reads

Tg~r!5
Tb

11
12r 2

2g

r

12sr
ATg

m

. ~13!

Formulas~13! and~12! have been tested in the homogeneous
case and shown to provide reasonable fits to the numerical
data.21

In the inhomogeneous case@V(x)Þ0# with inelasticity
(r ,1), we extracted from the numerical simulations the
density, temperature, and pressure profiles and drew the para-
metric plots shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!.

One observes that the plots deviate from the theoretical
predictions and are more scattered. The reason for the break-
down of formulas~12! and ~13! can be traced back to the
inaccurate evaluation of the collision rate in the presence of
the confining potential. The presence of the wells, indeed,
strongly increases the collision rate at the bottom of each
well, thus enhancing the effects of inelasticity.

IV. DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES

In this section we focus our attention on the clustering
process which occurs spontaneously, starting from a uniform
configuration, when the temperature of the heat bath is com-
parable with the energy of the potential barriers. Since the
collisional cooling determines a decrease of the local tem-
perature in the regions of high density, some compartments,
randomly selected by the dynamics, may act as germs for the
nucleation of a clustering process. Thus after a long tran-
sient, the occupation of few compartments may grow at the
expense of the others which remain less densely populated.

An immediate and effective description of the clustering
phenomenon can be achieved by analyzing the statistics of
the occupation of the wells. We study the probability that the
i th well is occupied byni particles. In the ideal gas~i.e.,

FIG. 3. Scatter plot of temperature and pressure vs density for the elastic
system. Points are obtained by plotting data of Fig. 2~a! in a parametric plot
$r(x),P(x)% which eliminates thex dependence. Solid line indicates the
exact result~11!.
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independent and identically distributed particles! the distri-
bution function ofN particles intoM identical cells follows
a Poisson law:

P~ni !5
lni exp~2l!

ni !
, ~14!

wherel5N/M is the mean~also most probable! occupation
value and the variance iss25pN5N/M5l. It is instruc-
tive, also in the light of the discussion below, to link the
distribution ~14! to the grand potential functional. Let us
consider the probability of having a configuration with
n1 ,n2 ,...,nM particles in theM compartments:

P@$ns%#5)
s51

M

P~ns!. ~15!

For the equilibrium system we write

P@$ns%#5N exp~2V@$ns%#/Tb!, ~16!

whereN is a normalization factor andV indicates the ideal-
gas coarse grained grand potential,

V@$ns%#5Tb(
s51

M

@ns~ ln ns21!2mns# ~17!

The external potential, whose role is merely to confine the
particles into the wells, has been eliminated replacing the
original microscopic density fieldr(x) with the coarse
grained variablesni . Finally, substituting Eq.~17! into Eq.
~16! we find

P@$n1%#5N)
s51

M
~em/Tb!ns

ns!
, ~18!

which is identical to expression~15!, providedl is replaced
by ebm and a suitable normalization factorN is chosen.

Such an ideal-gas formula has to be modified in the case
of the elastic hard-rod system, because the hard-core repul-
sion induces correlations among the positions of the par-
ticles. The excluded volume constraint can be accounted for
in a simple fashion by replacing the ideal-gas functionalV
by the corresponding hard-rod coarse grained functional:

Vhr@$ns%#5Tb(
s51

M H ns@ ln ns212 ln~Nm2ns!#2
mns

Tb
J ,

~19!

whereNm is the maximum number of nonoverlapping rods
which can occupy a single well. The extremization ofVhr

with respect tons yields the link between the chemical po-
tential m, Nm , and the mean occupationl:

m5TbF ln l2 ln~Nm2l!1
l

Nm2lG . ~20!

In this case the distribution reads

Phr@$ns%#5N exp~2Vhr@$ns%#!. ~21!

It displays an enhancement and a narrowing of the peak cen-
tered atl5N/M , because configurations characterized by
highly populated compartments are unfavored~see Fig. 5!.
The narrowing of the peak can also be understood as a con-
sequence of the lower compressibility of the hard-rod system
with respect to the ideal one.

The presence of inelasticity introduces a different sce-
nario with respect to the elastic case. Indeed, the energy dis-
sipation strengthens the correlations and contrasts the hard-
core repulsion. Then, as the inelasticity parameterr
decreases,P(ni) deviates more and more from the elastic
hard-rod distribution displaying a much larger variance, as
shown in Fig. 5. The shape ofP(ni) reflects the clustering
tendency of the inelastic system, because a slower decay of
P in the regionni.l indicates the formation of clusters in
few boxes. At the same time the peak of the distribution
shifts to lower values ofni , showing that the majority of the

FIG. 4. Scatter plot of temperature~a! and pressure~b! vs density for a
system with an inelasticity coefficientr 50.6. Points are obtained from the
profile data of Fig. 2~c!. Solid lines indicate the theoretical estimate for
temperature~13! and pressure~12! derived in Ref. 21 for the system without
potential. We notice the systematic deviation of the measured temperature
from the theoretical estimate. Its origin is probably due to the large density
fluctuations in the boundary regions separating the wells.

FIG. 5. Occupation probability of the wells for the elastic and inelastic
system at different values ofr 51,0.9,0.8,0.7,0.6,M564 wells, andN
5512 particles. Elastic curve has a Poisson-like shape, given by Eq.~21!,
peaked around the average occupationl5N/M58. Curves referring to in-
elastic system deviate from the elastic one. Inset: Entropic indicatorh as a
function of the inelasticityr .
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compartments are nearly empty: we observe many wells con-
taining just a small number of particles (ni!l) and few
highly populated wells, in contrast with the elastic case.

The clustering phenomenon is well represented by the
following statistical indicator:

h52(
i 51

M
ni

N
ln

ni

N
. ~22!

The usefulness ofh in characterizing inhomogeneous par-
ticle distribution in compartments is illustrated by consider-
ing the two limiting cases. When all particles pile up into a
single well,h→0 ~minimum value!, whereash takes on its
maximum value, ln(M), when all theM wells have identical
populations. In intermediate cases, the quantityF5exp(h)
represents a measure of the average number of occupied
compartments. In the inset of Fig. 5 we report the asymptotic
value of h as a function ofr referring to a system ofN
5512 particles andM564 compartments. The value ofh
decreases monotonically as the system becomes less elastic,
indicating that the grains tend to group together, reducing in
this way the fraction of occupied wells. Notice that asr
→1 the entropic indicator is slightly larger than the value
hR54.0957 concerning a Poisson distribution with the pa-
rameter tuned to the simulation setup (l5N/M58). This
discrepancy is a consequence of excluded volume effects that
result in the narrowing of the distributionP(ni) discussed
above @Eq. ~21!#. The onset of clustering regimes can be
emphasized by the time evolution ofh and by making the
direct comparison between the elastic and inelastic cases~see
Fig. 6!. The system is initially prepared in a state where the
grains are nonoverlapping and uniformly distributed among
theM510 compartments. Their velocities are drawn accord-
ing to a Maxwell distribution at the temperatureTb of the
heat bath. The dynamics drives the system toward a new set
of configurations.

Figure 6 shows thath ~dots! for elastic particles fluctu-
ates around a constant value which is very close to the equi-
populated limit ln(M) indicated by the dashed line: as ex-
pected, there is no evidence of clustering in the elastic
system. On the other hand, the clustering clearly appears
from the curves ofh(t) referring to the inelastic system with
r 50.8. After a transient regime, the indicatorh(t) becomes
stationary, fluctuating around a value which is considerably
lower than the one corresponding tor 51. This means that,
due to clustering, only few wells result to be effectively
populated. The time at which the inelastic system departs
from homogeneity depends crucially on the number of par-
ticles, as illustrated in Fig. 6 atN564 and N5128. We
notice that the clustering cannot be considered complete be-
causeh does not vanish but displays small fluctuations
around a small constant value. This implies that clusters exist
as dynamical structures, where particles can enter and exit.
Otherwise, it may even happen that a cluster already formed
in a well breaks and reforms into another well after a long
time. However, Fig. 6 shows that the observableh(t) is a
meaningful indicator, because it reaches a statistically steady
value even whenr(x,t) is not fully stationary~as discussed
in the preceding section!. We stress that if one performs an
average ofr(x,t) in a time larger than the maximum escape

time, the profile r(x,t) would appear spatially uniform,
while h(t) for any timet ~after the initial transient! indicates
that the density isnonuniform. Thereforeh has to be consid-
ered the correct order parameter to characterize density in-
homogeneities in the system.

Now, we turn our attention to a different process: we
consider the evolution of an initial clustered configuration,
where all theN particles att50 are located inside a central
compartment in a system made ofM53,5,7,9,15 wells.30 We
expect, according to the level of the heat-bath temperature
Tb , two different regimes:~i! for largeTb the cluster decays
toward the fully equidistributed stateni5N/M and
limt→` F(t)5M , since particles tend to fill neighboring cells
and distribute all over the system;~ii ! for low Tb the occu-
pation of the compartment remains almost constant. It is use-
ful to define a characteristic timets , as the shortest time
required by the population of the central well,n0(ts), to
reach the fully equidistributed valuel5N/M . Unlike the
mean-field predictions,9,16 such a lifetime is a strongly fluc-
tuating variable, depending on the initial configurations and
on the ‘‘noise’’ history. Therefore we computed its average
t5^ts& over 100 different runs and different number of
wells. The results are reported in Fig. 7 where the average
lifetime t is plotted against the inverse of the heat-bath tem-
perature. We observe the Arrhenius-like behavior14 with
slopes changing with the total number of boxesM , in quali-
tative agreement with the analytical predictions.9,16 The
larger the number of wells, the smaller is the slope, indicat-

FIG. 6. Evolution of the entropic parameterh for a system starting from a
uniform configuration~equipopulated wells! with N564, N5128 particles
of sizes50.1, M511 wells of width 15.0 (density50.775), parametera
58.0, and energy barriers 3.486. The dashed reference line represents the
uniform occupation ln(M), the points correspond to the elastic system (r
51), while the lower four curves refer to different initializations of veloci-
ties from a Maxwell distribution at temperatureTb52 and inelasticityr
50.8. Thick horizontal line indicates the average of the asymptotich values
over 40 runs.
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ing that the most stable cluster is the one with only three
wells. We also remark that we were not able to observe a
sudden death of the cluster as predicted by theoretical ap-
proaches.

Among the theoretical treatments of compartmentalized
granular gases, the flux model8–11,31enjoys a great popularity
in view of its simplicity. At the heart of this approach is the
so-called flux-functionF(n), which represents a measure of
the number of particles crossing a section of the system per
unit time. The form of the flux function is admittedly phe-
nomenological and follows from the experimental observa-
tions. The latter requiresF(n) to be, at fixed driving inten-
sity, an increasing function for moderate values of the
occupation number,n, and a decreasing function for larger
values ofn, to account for the stronger dissipation at high
densities. Such a nonmonotonicity entails the possibility of
spatially nonuniform steady solutions.9

For the sake of comparison, we extract from simulations
the flux function for our model, by measuring the number
density of particles,r, flowing outside a given well per unit
time as a function of the density of particles within that well.
The simulations start from an initial configuration where all
the N0550 particles are located in the same well of width
w525 (r05N0 /w) and heightDV53.486. Once the par-
ticles reach the top of the barrier, they are not allowed to
reenter~absorbing boundary conditions!. As time goes on,
we record the densityrout(t) of particles escaping from the
well and average it over an ensemble of 1000 randomly se-
lected initial configurations. The averaging procedure yields
a curve^rout(t)& from which we estimate its time derivative
numerically. Finally, a parametric plot ofd^rout(t)&/dt ver-
sus the density of the remaining particles in the well,r0

2^rout(t)&, gives the flux functionF~r! of the model. It is
instructive to compare the properties of the flux relative to
three different systems: noninteracting, elastically colliding,
and inelastically colliding particles, as shown in Fig. 8. In the
low density limit the interactions are almost negligible and
the flux functions display a linear behavior characterized by
a common slope. The situation becomes more interesting
when the well contains more particles. The flux for noninter-
acting particles grows linearly withr ~dashed curve!: the

larger ther, the larger is the probability to observe an escape
event. While, in the system of elastic hard particles, the hard-
core potential produces two competing effects: on one hand
the repulsion makes the escape rate for particles near the
border of the well larger than the corresponding rate for non-
interacting particles. On the other hand, the same repulsion
induces a cage effect entrapping the inner particles and tends
to reduce the escape rate. However, from the dot-dashed
curve in the inset of Fig. 8, we see that the first effect over-
comes the second enhancing the flux with respect to inde-
pendent particles. Finally, in the inelastic case, the tendency
of the particles to form clusters and to dissipate kinetic en-
ergy greatly decreases the exit probability from the well, so
that the flux is much smaller~almost two orders of magni-
tude! than the flux for the independent and elastic systems.
We observe a slow increase withr and a local maximum
clearly visible in dot curve of Fig. 8. The dot-dashed line, in
the same figure, represents instead the theoretical attempt to
explain the behavior ofF~r! through a Kramers’ theory
which combines the excluded volume effect and the inelas-
ticity into the escape-time formula~4! ~see Appendix!. The
theoretical curve is plotted for all the same parameters of the
simulations except for a unknown prefactor which is used as
a fitting coefficient.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, inspired by a series of recent experiments,
we have introduced and studied a model of randomly driven
inelastic hard rods in the presence of an external spatially
periodic potential. The one-dimensional model presents
some of the salient features of higher dimensional models,
such as packing, clustering and velocity correlations.21 By
comparison with the elastic hard-rod model, used here as
reference system, we found that the inelasticity has deep re-
percussions on the configurational properties. The fluctua-
tions in the density result to be increased and show the ten-
dency of the system to cluster. Moreover, the~granular!
temperature profile ceases to be spatially uniform showing
minima in correspondence of the density maxima. As a mea-

FIG. 7. Average lifetimet of a cluster initially placed in the central well as
a function of the heat-bath temperatureTb (g50.2) at different numbers
M53,5,7,9,15 of wells, each of size 20.0. The average has been performed
over a set of 100 randomly selected initial configurations in a granular
system withN5128 particles ofs50.1 andr 50.7, with a58 and poten-
tial barrierDV53.486.

FIG. 8. Flux vs density for a single potential well (M51) with absorbing
boundaries. The curves refer to independent~dashed!, elastic ~full !, and
inelastic ~circles! particles. Simulations parameters are initial occupation
numberN550, s50.1, a58, well sizew550 ~barrierDV53.486), bath
temperatureTb51.0, and coefficient of restitutionr 50.8. The theoretical
prediction of the flux described in the Appendix is the dot-dashed plot. The
inset reports the same curves on a larger scale.
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sure of the density fluctuations we have introduced an ‘‘en-
tropic’’ indicator h which provides information about the sta-
tistics of the partition of the grains in the various wells. We
also performed numerical experiments concerning the stabil-
ity of a cluster obtained by initially concentrating all the
particles in a single well. Finally, we considered within the
model the shape of the flux function which plays a major role
in the macroscopic description of compartmentalized sys-
tems.
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APPENDIX: FLUX FUNCTION

In this appendix we present a theoretical argument to
explain the behavior of flux functionF measured in simula-
tions. The flux of particles outside of a potential well, with
size w, heightDV, and populated with a densityr, can be
computed via the formula

dr

dt
5F~r!5

r

t~r!
, ~A1!

wheret~r! is the particle escape time across the barrier. For
the present granular system, this time follows the Kramers-
Arrhenius law for independent particles, but with parameters
renormalized by interactions. As already mentioned,t~r! is
the outcome of two competing effects, the excluded volume
and the granular dissipation. The dissipation determines the
granular temperature that can be approximated by the solu-
tion of Eq. ~13!, which holds only for an inelastic system
without external potential. However for the potential param-
eters chosen in our simulations, formula~13! can be consid-
ered a fair approximation of the temperature in a well, be-
cause wells are rather flat and barriers so steep that particles
feel the confining effect of the potential only in the neigh-
borhood of well boundaries~Fig. 9!. The excluded volume
interaction, instead, is responsible for a mean reduction of
the potential barrierDV. This effect is pictorially illustrated

in Fig. 9, where the left-most/right-most particles~darker!,
the only ones allowed to jump, are displaced from the well
centerxc of an amountrsw/2. They experience an effective
energy barrier roughly estimated as

dV~r!5V~xc1w/2!2V~xc1rsw/2! ~A2!

and the renormalized Arrhenius law becomes

t~r!5
1

n
exp$dV~r!/Tg~r!%. ~A3!

Simulations indicate a very weak dependence ofn on r for
the parameters we employed. Therefore, the prefactorn21

has been considered as an adjustable time scale. Numerical
solutions of Eq.~13! computed at different densities allow to
construct the curve of the fluxF as a function ofr, reported
in Fig. 8 in dot-dashed style.
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